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Abstract. We discuss the non-linear evolution of Kelvin-Helmholtz insta-
bilities in Herbig-Haro jets performing numerical simulations by means of 
a PPM hydro-code modified as to include non-equilibrium, optically thin, 
radiation losses and heating. In this paper we discuss in particular the ef-
fects of different functional dependences of heating on density. The results 
obtained show a weak dependency of the instability evolution on the dif-
ferent forms of the heating function, that is largely unknown, therefore the 
simple assumption of constant heating, adopted in previous papers on this 
matter, does not lead to severe limitations on the general applicability of 
the results to the astrophysical jets and, in particular, to the origin of the 
emission knots. 

1. Introduction 

Recent wide field-of-view observations of Herbig-Haro jets (Devine 1997) 
have revealed that they extend for more than a few parsecs and, there-
fore, they last more than 10 5 yr. This implies that these jets successfully 
survive dynamical instabilities, the most relevant of them being the Kelvin-
Helmholtz instability. Moreover, many HH jets show chains of quasi-perio-
dically spaced, shock excited, knots (see e.g. Reipurth and Heathcote 1992; 
Eislöffel and Mündt 1992; Reipurth, Raga and Heathcote 1992) that emit 
mainly in H Q , [Sil] and [OUI] optical lines. 
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The origin of these emission knots is controversial. It has been suggested 

(Raga et al. 1990) that sudden variations in the mass ejection velocity from 

the central source, with a repetition time scale of the order of a hundred 

years, may give rise to working surfaces, internal to the jet, that travel as 

shocks at a speed very close to the jet's velocity. Alternatively, Bührke, 

Mündt and Ray (1988) proposed that Kelvin-Helmholtz instabilities them-

selves may be responsible for the knot formation, since K-Η reflected modes 

can grow up to non-linear amplitudes leading to biconical shocks aligned 

along the jet's longitudinal axis. 

Studies of the stability of jets against K-Η instabilities has been carried 

out by several authors both in the linear (see Birkinshaw 1991 and refer-

ences therein) and non-linear (e.g. Bodo et al. 1994 and 1995, Norman and 

Hardee 1988) regimes. In applying the K-Η instability mechanism to the 

case of HH jets, a basic physical process must be included in the picture: ra-

diative losses. These have been considered, in the linear limit, by Massaglia 

et al. (1992) who found that radiative losses tend to stabilize K-Η reflected 

modes. Massaglia et al. (1992) adopted the Raymond-Smith (1977) cooling 

function with a constant heating, i.e. independent of the physical param-

eters. More recently, Hardee and Stone (1997) have analyzed the linear 

stability of a slab jet for different power-law cooling functions and heating 

independent of temperature and proportional to the density: they find that 

the growth of K-Η modes is reduced for a cooling that is a steep function 

of temperature, while it is enhanced for a cooling that is a shallow function 

of temperature. 

Besides linear studies of radiative K-Η instabilities, the non-linear evo-

lution has been also explored in recent years. Several authors (see Massaglia 

et al. 1996; Rossi et al. 1997; Micono et al. 1997; Stone, Xu and Hardee 

1997) have tackled this problem by means of numerical hydro-codes. In 

general, they found that radiative losses play a significant role in the insta-

bility evolution which is crucially dependent on the assumed form of the 

cooling function assumed. 

The instability evolution may, in general, depend crucially on the amount 

and density dependence of the heating term as well. The problem is that lo-

cal heating is not an observable quantity and we can only argue about the 

relative importance of the various physical processes (ionizing radiation 

from the central star, turbulence, resistive dissipation of magnetic fields, 

etc.) that can possibly contribute to the energy input. 

In this paper we analyze the spatial non-linear growth of K-Η axisym-

metric modes for a cylindrical jet in presence of non-equilibrium radiative 

losses and consider two kind of heating terms: i) a constant heating, and 

ii) a heating proportional to the particle density. Both kinds of heating are 

normalized to initially balance radiative losses. The plan of the paper is the 
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following: in Section 2 we present the physical problem, the results obtained 
are discussed in Section 3 and the conclusions are drawn in Section 4. 

2. The Physical Problem 

We have carried out a spatial perturbation analysis by solving the hydro-
dynamic equations for the mass and momentum conservation for a 2-D 
cylindrical fluid jet, employing a two-dimensional PPM code (Colella and 
Woodward 1984, Bodo et al. 1995), modified by means of an operator split-
ting technique (see Rossi et al. 1997) to include radiative losses and heating 
in the energy equation. We refer to Massaglia et al. (1996) and Rossi et al. 
(1997) for the details of the radiation treatment and to Micono et al. (1997) 
for the characteristics of the initial configuration, perturbation, boundary 
conditions and the integration domain. The energy equation is written as 

^ + V · (Ev) = -p( V · v) + (H - C), 

where the fluid variables ρ, ν and Ε are, as customary, the pressure, veloc-
ity, and thermal energy respectively; % and C represent the energy input 
and loss term (energy per unit volume per unit time) which includes en-
ergy lost in lines and in the ionization and recombination processes. In the 
equilibrium configuration, at t = 0, we have: 

Ho-C0 = 0. 

Our goal is to study the effects of different assumptions for the heating 
term, we have therefore carried out calculations setting first Η = constant 
and then Η proportional to the particle density ΠΗ· We remind that the 
evolution time is measured in units oftcr = a/cs (c s is the isothermal sound 
speed) and the velocities in units of c s. 

We recall that the parameters that control the dynamics of the system 
are the jet Mach number M , and the infinity to on-axis density ratio ν = 
^οο/^ο· The radiation effects instead are fully determined setting the initial 
on-axis temperature To and the cooling time r r a d Ξ i r a d A c n with £ra(_ = 
p/[(T — 1)£], or equivalently the column density n^a. As far as the heating 
time scale T h e a t is concerned, we note that, this parameter being initially set 
equal to T r a ( _ , it is not an independent parameter. As discussed in Rossi et al. 
(1997), the initial parameters appropriate for the application to stellar jets 
yield T r a c _ S> 1, i.e. the initial conditions are nearly adiabatic. As unstable 
modes grow and shocks form, radiation effects become important locally in 
the compressed regions. 

In the calculation we have set M — 10, ν = 1, To — 10,000 Κ and τι^α — 
10 1 8 c m - 2 , which implies a jet mass flux « 1 0 ~ 1 0 χ a\$M M 0 y r - 1 and a 
momentum flux « 10" 9 x a^M2 M 0 km s - 1 y r - 1 , with a\$ — a / (10 1 5 cm). 
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Figure 1. On-axis behavior of radiative losses (dashed line) and heating (solid line) for 

Ή = constant (upper panel) and for Ή. oc nu (lower panel) against z. Figure refers to the 

evolution time r = 32 
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In Figure 1 we plot, at the evolution time r = 32 and in arbitrary units, 

the on-axis behavior of radiative losses (dashed line) and heating (solid line) 

vs the longitudinal distance z, measured in units of a, for H = constant 

(upper panel) and for H oc nu (lower panel). We note that a non-constant 

heating tends to reduce the amplitude of losses in shocks, therefore one 

can expect for this case radiation effects slightly reduced, i.e. larger shock 

temperatures and a little more vigorous mixing (see Rossi et al. 1997). 

Figure 2 is a gray-scale image of the logarithmic density distribution where 

we show a section of the jet going from 150 up to 400 radii and the two 

panels are again snapshots of the evolution as in Figure 1. We note that the 

two morphologies look very much qualitatively alike, albeit they present 

differences in the details, as shown in the magnified frames: in the non-

constant heating case (bottom panel) we notice a tendency to form wider 

shocks, e.g. the formation at ~ 260 radii, and to send material and acoustic 

waves into the ambient medium in a more vigorous way. 

An important tool for capturing the dynamical behavior of the system 
is the average momentum carried along by the jet. In Figure 3 we plot, 
at r = 32 (top panels) and τ = 38.5 (bottom panels), the momentum 
carried out by the jet particles as a function of ζ and averaged over slices 
transversal to the jet axis and of longitudinal width of 50 grid points. We 
show, from left to right, the behavior in the adiabatic limit, the case with 
T-L = constant and the case with T-L oc ηπ· Examining this figure we notice 
that, in the adiabatic case, the jet loses almost entirely its momentum at 
distances >230a due to instability-driven mixing with the ambient medium 
(see Bodo et al. 1994 and 1995). Radiation losses reduce sensibly the mixing 
behavior of the jet, with respect to the adiabatic case, since cooling limits 
the strength of the shocks that tend to inflate the jet (see discussion in Rossi 
et al. 1997 and Micono et al. 1997). Looking at the differences between the 
two different assumed T-L we see that they, qualitatively, behave in the same 
way, apart from some details such as a larger increase in the jet momentum 
at τ = 38.5 and for T-L oc nn, at ζ ~ 250a, just before the mixing develops. 

3. Conclusions 

We have studied the non-linear spatial evolution of axisymmetric modes 

in a cylindrical jet in presence of radiative losses and two different heating 

terms: i) Η = constant and ii) Τί oc nu. The numerical results show that 

the general evolution does not depend crucially on the form of H, even 

though the details may do so. The physical reason for this is that the 

initial cooling time r r a ci is much larger than unity, and so is the heating 

time Theat; as shocks form, losses grow as oc in the compression regions 

downstream, while heating, at most, grows as oc ηπ· In the decompression 
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Figure 2. Gray-scale image of the logarithmic density distribution for for Ή, = constant 
(upper panel) and for Ή oc nu (lower panel). Figure refers to the evolution time r = 32 
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Jet's momentum 
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Figure 3. Average momentum carried by the jet against z. Upper panels for r = 32, 
lower panels for r = 38.5. From left to right: i) adiabatic limit, i) Ή = constant, Ή oc ΠΗ 

regions upstream heating dominates cooling, but anyhow the mixing history 

of the jet is not ruled by these regions. 

These calculations show that even a very crude assumption of the (un-

known) heating term does not lead to severe limits on the results. 
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